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QUESTION: 53 

How do FlexFabric adapters provide for efficient overlay networking to increase VM 

migration flexibility and network scale, with minimal effect on server performance? 

A. RDMA 

B. tunnel offload 

C. RoCE 

D. SMB  

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 54 

Which UEFI boot method provides for protection against malware attacks? 

A. standard boot 

B. PXE boot 

C. secure boot 

D. PXE multicast boot  

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 55 

While creating a baseline for the Gen9 blades in a new HPE c7000 BladeSystem 

Enclosure in an active/active configuration, an integrator determines that one blade has a 

NIC teaming setting of fail over. What will be the outcome of this setting in an 

active/active high availability configuration? 

A. East/West bandwidth will be reduced for this server. 

B. Downstream bandwidth will not be affected. 

C. Network bandwidth will not be redundant for this server. 



D. North/South bandwidth will be reduced for this server.  

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION: 56 

An integrator needs to capture hardware and operating system configuration 

information, and to record critical information for documentation and disaster recovery. 

Which tool should an integrator use? 

 

 

A. Insight Diagnostics 

B. Active Health Log 

C. Smart Update Manager 

D. HPE OneView  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 57 

A customer needs to monitor device health, obtain warranty status, and track support 

cases for its HPE ProLiant Gen8 and 9 servers as well as its HPE Smart Storage 

products. Which tool meets the customer’s needs? 

 

 

A. HPE Insight Remote Support 

B. Active Health System 

C. HPE Insight Diagnostics Online Edition 

D. HPE Insight Control Server Provisioning  

 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION: 58 

A customer is planning where to locate their servers in the data server and how to 

manage and monitor power consumption. They have purchased HPE iPDU units for the 

cabinets where HPE ProLiant Gen9 servers will be installed. Which guideline must the 

integrator follow when installing the new iPDUs? 

 

 

A. HPE Location Discovery Services is required for Remote Monitored PDUs. 

B. The iPDU display must be mounted on the outside of the front cabinet door. 

C. HPE Intelligent Series Racks are required to use HPE Location Discovery Services. 



D. HPE Flexible Slot Platinum Supplies must be installed to use HPE Power Discovery 

Services.  

 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION: 59 

A facility has several Gen9 Blade Systems, one of which failed. The integrator needs to 

configure an Active/Active configuration for high availability so the failure is avoided in 

the future. How many FlexFabric modules and switches does the integrator need, at a 

minimum, to achieve this? 

 

 

A. 2 FlexFabric modules, 1 Top of Rack switch 

B. 1 FlexFabric module, 1 data center switch 

C. 1 FlexFabric module, 2 Top of Rack switches 

D. 2 FlexFabric modules, 2 data center switches  

 

 

Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION: 60 

An integrator needs to install three HPE ProLiant BL460 Gen9 servers in an HPE c7000 

BladeSystem Enclosure that has BL460 Gen8 and BL460 G7 servers installed using 

Virtual Connect. Which steps are mandatory for the integrator to take before installing 

the new Gen9 blades in over to prevent compatibility problems? (Select two.) 

 

 

A. Update the system bios on all the G7 and Gen8 servers. 

B. Update the Flexible LOM adapter firmware on the Gen8 servers. 

C. Update the firmware on the Onboard Administrator. 

D. Update the firmware on the VirtualConnect. 

E. Update the iLO firmware of the G7 servers.  

 

 

Answer: B, E 
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